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FROM CATALAN-SPEAKING LANDS 
2000 (11) 
CONTEMPORARY HISTORY 
T he rate of productivity by Catalan contemporary historians has continued 
along very steady lines in recent months, as demonstrated by the number of 
publications and the areas covered. First of all l would like to draw you 
attention to one of the few contributions to the study of Catalan history 
which reflects on the question of methodology. This is the book by Josep 
Fontana, La història dels homes (Barcelona: Crítica, 2000), which offers a new 
direction in approaches to history by the most prolific Catalan historian in 
this field. 
Turning to studies of a more general nature, l would like to highlight two 
reference books. The first is the study coordinated by Susanna Tavera, 
Mujeres en la historia de España. Enciclopedia biogràfica (Barcelona: Planeta, 
2000). A!though the general focus is on Spain as a whole, it does devote a 
significant amount of space to Catalan women. Another particular feature is 
the unusually painstaking inclusion of studies aimed at a more general 
readership published by commercial publishing houses, and, in addition, 
there is an interesting introduction which reflects on the presence of women 
in history. Along more classicallines there is another reference book that is 
the resu!t of many years of work and research by a large team of collaborators 
which has just been published by M. Teresa Martínez de Sas and Pelai Pagès 
(coords.), Diccionari biogràfic del moviment obrer als Països Catalans 
(Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat / Edicions Universitat de Barcelona, 
2000). Finally, in the area of general works l would like to include the 
resulting proceedings from the V Congrés Internacional d'Història Local de 
Catalunya, organized by the magazine L'Avenç, and which have now been 
published under the tide L'organització territorial de Catalunya. Els eixos 
cohesionadors de l'espai, (Barcelona: L'Avenç, 2000). 
Located somewhere along the line between major studies that attempt to 
synthesize entire areas and those that offer an in-depth single theme focus, is 
the book by Josep Termes, Història del catalanisme fins al I923 (Barcelona: 
Pòrtic, 2000). Termes adopts an original approach making use of a wide range 
of texts by other historians, and in this book he offers an up-to-date view of 
the phenomenon of catalanisme (construction of Catalan identity). 
Incidentally, the same author has also published du ring this period a quite 
different study entided, Històries de la Catalunya treballadora (Barcelona: 
Empúries, 2000), that gathers together oId texts related to one of his 
specialized areas of study. 
Turning to the Restoration period, there are two new publications quite 
different in nature. The first is a case study of the world of local government 
by Joan Puigbert, Política municipal a la Girona de la Restauració (I874- I900) 
(Ajuntament de Girona, 2000). The second is a detailed study by Joaquim 
Coll and Jordi Llorens, Els quadres del primer catalanisme (I882-I900) 
(Barcelona: Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat, 2000), which represents 
an important step forward in the analysis of catalanisme and its sociological 
bases. This is a book that will surely be a major reference point in future 
debates on the ori gins of Cat-alan identity. 
Research into cultural history (in the widest possible meaning of the 
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term) is another source of new publications. One illustrative example is the 
area of teacher training dealt with by Jordi Monés in L'escola normal de 
Barcelona, I845- 1972 (Barcelona: Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat, 
2000). Another example is a study of prominent intellectuals by Vinyet 
Panyella and published under the tide, Josep Carbonell i Gener (Sitges, 1897-
1979). Entre les avantguardes i l'humanisme (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2000). 
Still within this sphere, histories of cultural institutions and platforms remain 
in the forefront with noteworthy studies such as the two following books 
that deal with the world of journalism. The first is by Josep M. Huertas and 
Carles Geli, "Mirador", la Catalunya impossible (Barcelona: Proa, 2000), a 
study that brings to mind that other important book by the same authors 
focused on Destino. The second is a book by another veteran researcher of 
Catalan press, Lluís Costa, who has published a very important book, El 
Autonomista. El diari dels Rahola. Els orígens del periodisme modern a 
Girona (I898-1939) (Girona: Col·legi de Periodistes, 2000). Along the lines of 
associations that provi de an oudet for cultural expression, there are two new 
contributions to this area of cultural history. The first is by Lourdes Plans, La 
vida cultural i recreativa a la Terrassa d'ahir, 1875-1931 (Terrassa: Fundació 
Torre del Palau, 2000), which offers a general panorama of an industrial city. 
Then, along different lines, there is the single theme book which is a study of 
one of the most important cultural associations in the worker and liberal 
environments of Barcelona from the first third of the 20th century, Ferran 
Aisa, Una història de Barcelona. Ateneu Enciclopèdic Popular (I902- 1999) 
(Barcelona: Virus, 2000). 
Still within the perspective of cultural history, but this time focused on 
the period of the Franco dictatorship, there is a biography of the tireless 
cultural activist and academic, the movie specialist Miquel Porter. The book 
in question is by Josep Maria Garcia and Martí Rom, Miquel Porter Moix, 
(Barcelona: Associació d'Enginyers Industrials, 2000). Jaume Subirana's, 
Josep Carner, l'exili del mite (I945-1970) (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2000), 
provides further insight into the topic of Catalan cu!ture in exile, this time 
centered on a poet who was considered to be one of the most representative 
of his generation. Finally, relations between historians is the topic of another 
book which offers nuances on this theme with Jaume Sobrequés' Història 
d'una amistat. Epistolari de Jaume Vicens i Vives i Santiago Sobrequés i Vidal 
(I929-1960) (Barcelona: Vicens Vives, 2000). From another of the great 
historians of this period, Ferran Soldevila, we also have the latest of his 
interesting studies of diaries, Dietaris de l'exili i el retorn. Vol. 11: El retorn 
(València: Tres i Quatre, 2000). 
The Spanish Civil War, and in particular the Franco dictatorship, 
continue to be topics that generate a large number of publications. First of all 
l have to menti on the collective work that brings together various specialists, 
Narcís Figueras and A. Reyes (eds.), Guerra civil i franquisme seixanta anys 
després (Santa Coloma de Farners: Centre d'Estudis Selvatans, 2000). As 
regards single theme studies l would like to draw your attention to the book 
by Conxita Mir, Vivir es sobrevivir. Justicia, orden y marginación en la 
Cataluña rural de posguerra (Lleida: Milenio, 2000), particularly because it 
deals with a line of research which she has been working on for a long time 
along with a nucleus of collaborators who have also previously published 
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various monographic studies. Research into local areas continues to provide 
especially useful studies on this period. Examples of these are: Josep 
Recasens, La repressió franquista a la Conca de Barberà (I93frI945) (Centre 
d'Estudis de la Conca de Barberà, 2000); and Antoni Gavaldà, La formació 
del sindicalisme franquista a Reus i el Baix Camp (Associació d'Estudis 
Reusencs, 2000). Finally, I would like to menti on two further books. The first 
is a collection of eye-witness accounts of concentration camps by Neus 
Català, De la resistencia y la deportación. 50 testimonios de mujeres españolas 
(Península: Barcelona, 2000). The second is a study which adopts an 
economic history approach to the Franco dictatorship period in Catalunya 
and is set against a debate on the dictatorship's attempts to de-industrialize 
the Principality. The book in question is monographic study by Francesc 
Cabana, 37 anys de franquisme a Catalunya (Barcelona: Pòrtic, 2000). 
CARLES SANTACANA I TORRES 
UNIVERSITAT DE BARCELONA 
(Translated by Roland Pearson) 
LINGUISTICS 
T he following is a selection of publications on Catalan linguistics that have 
appeared during the last six months 2000. 
BOOKS 
I would like to begin this section with reference to two publications related 
to the field of phonology. First the book by Montserrat Badia Cardús, 
Diftongs i africats, dues qüestions polèmiques de fonologia catalana 
(Barcelona: Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat, 2000, Textos i Estudis de 
Cultura Catalana, 77), which presents and in-depth study of two 
controversial phenomena which have only been partially described until now. 
The book is divided into two parts. The first is a descriptive study of Catalan 
diphthongs including many examples, here the discussion focuses on whether 
these diphthongs belong to the consonant or vowel system. The second part 
of this book tackles the problematic question of the monophonemic or 
diphonemic nature of affricate sounds. The second book in this field that I 
would like to mention is by Joan Julià i Muné, Pere Barnils: l'home, el 
lingüista i el mestre (I882- I933) (Barcelona: Publicacions de l'Abadia de Mont-
serrat, 2000, Biblioteca Serra d'Or, 246). This is a interesting contribution to 
studies on the history of Catalan linguistics, and in particular to research into 
phonetics, and commente on the work of Pere Barnils who was so important 
in the field of phonetics and logopedia. 
As regards books published on the history of the Catalan language for 
this semester, there is the new book by Josep Martines, El valencià del segle 
XIX. Estudi lingüístic del Diccionario Valenciano de Josep Pla i Costa 
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(Barcelona: Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat, 2000, Biblioteca Sanchis 
Guarner, 53), which, by means of a study of lexicography, provi des the reader 
with access to Valencian vocabulary from the 19th century. 
The Catalan used in the TV media has been a recurring research topic in 
recent years. Regardless of whether these studies approach the question from 
a prescriptive perspective of standard Catalan, or whether they adopt a 
detailed descriptive approach, the interest generated in Catalan spoken in the 
media is indisputable. The book edited by Anna Cros, Mila Segarra and Anna 
Torrent, Llengua oral i llengua escrita a la televisió (Barcelona: Publicacions 
de l'Abadia de Montserrat, 2000, Biblioteca Milà i Fontanals, 37), contains a 
divers e range of studies that analyze the connecti on between written Catalan 
and the Catalan spoken on television channels in Cat alo nia. Francesc 
Vallverdú, in Català estàndard i els mitjans de comunicació (Barcelona: Edi-
cions 62, 2000, Llibres a l'abast), has put together a range of articles on the 
notion of standard Catalan and various recommendations for specific 
linguistic problems. These articles were written by Vallverdú during the 1980's 
and serve as historical reference material prior to the appearance of the TV 3 
TV channel's manual of style. 
The book by Albert Vila, Una llengua entre cinc mil: el català (Barcelona: 
Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat, 2000, Biblioteca Serra d'Or, 254), is 
aimed at a more general audience. It is envisaged as an introduction to Catalan 
grammar and attempts to establish the major similarities and differences 
between Catalan and other languages. 
Another book that I have decided to include in this section is by Joan 
Casanovas and Joan Creus, Més ràpids que el llamp, més vius que el foc. Petits 
éssers fantàstics en l'àmbit lingüístic català (Barcelona: Publicacions de 
l'Abadia de Montserrat, 2000, Biblioteca de Cultura Popular Valeri Serra i 
Boldú, Il). Although this book mainly deals with fairy tales, or similar tales 
and stories in the vein of fantastic literature, I have included it he re because it 
contains a study of lexicon related to the naming of creatures such as imps, 
elves, and nymphs, in addition to other imaginary beings. 
Documents de planificació lingüística (Barcelona: Departament de 
Filologia Catalana, Universitat de Barcelona - PPU, 2000, Col·lecció Lin-
güística Catalana, 4), edited by M. Teresa Cabré and Lluís Payrató, brings 
together details of the post graduat e pro grams on linguistic planning given at 
the Universtitat de Barcelona in the Department of Catalan Philology during 
the period 1987-1993. These classes were given with the support of the Direc-
ció General de Política Lingüística and the Consorci per a la Normalització 
Lingüística, and I have included this book here for the interest that these 
materials might have for those interested in teaching materials and class 
exercises in this area. 
DICTIONARIES AND LEXICAL AND TERMINOLOGY 
GLOSSARIES 
New publications in this area for this period are limited to two specialized 
dictionaries in the areas of plant diseases and new technologies and the 
internet. Martí Nadal and Assumpció Moret have put together the dictionary 
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Noms comuns de les malalties de les plantes (Barcelona: Servei de Llengua 
Catalana de la Universitat de Barcelona, 2000, Misce¡'¡ània Terminològica, 2), 
which contains around 900 terms with definitions including the scientific 
names for the diseases, and the scientific and common names for those plants 
affeçted by these diseases. In contrast, Termcat has published Societat de la 
informació. Noves tecnologies i Internet: diccionari terminològic (Barcelona: 
Termcat, 2000), which includes approximately 2,000 terms in Catalan with 
definitions and equivalents in Castilian, French, and English. 
MISCELLANEOUS, CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, AND 
"IN HONOR OF" PUBLICATIONS 
The following miscellaneous section includes selected published proceedings 
from various conferences seminars, and symposiums. 
As always, the conferences and op en seminar sessions organized by the 
Applied Linguistics Doctoral program at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra are 
published each year. This year's issue, edited by M. Teresa Cabré and Cristina 
Gelpí, goes under the tide, Cicle de conferències i seminaris 97-98. Lèxic, 
corpus i diccionaris (Barcelona: Institut Universitari de Lingüística Aplicada, 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 2000, Sèrie Conferències, 4), and noteworthy 
contributions are those on Catalan linguistics by Maria Josep Cuenca and 
Joaquim Viaplana. 
The series, "Activitats, l'Institut Universitari de Lingüística Aplicada," 
regularly publishes the proceedings from organized symposiums, seminars, 
and conferences. This semes ter the series includes two volumes: M. Paz 
Battaner and Carmen López (eds.) VI Jornada de Corpus Lingüístics. Corpus 
lingüístics i ensenyament de llengües (Barcelona: Institut Universitari de 
Lingüística Aplicada, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 2000, Sèrie Activitats, 5), 
which includes the papers re ad at the annu al conference on the language 
corpus, which in 1998 was focused on the pedagogical benefits derived from 
this resource; and M. Teresa Cabré, Judit Freixa and Elisabet Solé (eds.) La 
Neologia en el tombant de segle. l Simposi de Neologia (I8 de desembre de 
I998) l Seminari de Neologia (I7 de febrer de 2000) (Barcelona: Institut 
Universitari de Lingüística Aplicada, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 2000, Sèrie 
Activitats, 6), which compiles the papers re ad at two symposiums organized 
by the Observatori de Neologia. 
In November 1999 the Universitat Jaume I, Castelló, played host to a 
series of debate conferences on phraseology. The papers read there have been 
published in, El discurs prefabricat. Estudis de fraseologia teòrica i aplicada 
(Castelló de la Plana: Universitat Jaume I, 2000, Co¡'¡ecció Estudis Filològics, 
4), edited by Vicent Salvador i Adolf Piquer. 
The Estudis Catalans has als o contributed to the publication of 
proceedings in, Jornades per a la Cooperació en l'Estandarització Lingüística 
(Barcelona: Institut d'Estudis Catalans, Secció Filològica, 2000, Sèrie 
Jornades Científiques, 9), edited by Isidor Marí. This conference also took 
place in November 1999 and the organizers have included an introduction to 
the published. proceedings. This issue presents the inaugural lectures and 
other papers organized into four thematic areas: activi ties in the area of 
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philology; the sphere of education; the area of linguistic support; lexicon; and 
onomastics. The publication is rounded oH with a reproduction of the debate 
entitled "parlar i escriure: estil i normativa" and the conclusions of the 
conf~rences which have continued through the year 2001. 
.~:' , 
SPECIALIZED JOURNALS 
Volume 12 (2000) of Sintagma. R'evista de lingüística (Lleida: Universitat de 
Lleida), presents the following articles on Catalan linguistics, toponomy, 
phonetic and lexicographical change: E. Nieto Ballester, "Dues notes breus de 
toponímia valenciana: Penyagolosa, Les Useres;" ]. Carrera i Sabaté, "El canvi 
fonètic : lèxic o gradual?;" and R. Cala Carvajal, "Las relaciones lingüísticas 
entre Cataluña y América. El caso de las voces caiman/caiman, carey/carei y 
pavo/gall d'indi en la lexicografía castellana y catalana." 
Els Marges. Revista de llengua i literatura (Barcelona: CuriaFEdicions 
Catalanes), includes an article on linguistics in each of its volumes published 
during this semester. Volume 67 (September 2000) includes the study by M. 
Teresa Espinal, "Sobre les expressions lexicalitzades;" and volume 68 
(Dec'ember 2000), the article by Joan Costa Carreras, "El concepte de 
"norma" en lingüística, sociolingüística i planificació lingüística." 
Volume 29 (Fall 2000) of Caplletra. Revista internacional de filologia 
(València: Publicacions de l'Abadia de Montserrat, Institut Interuniversitari 
'de Filologia Valenciana), is a single theme publication on pragmatic stylistics, 
edited by Manuel Pérez Saldanya and Vicent Salvador, containing 
contributions by: Adolf Piquer, Vicent Salvador, Manuel Pérez Saldanya, 
Maria Josep Cuenca, and Elvira Teruel, to name but a few. 
I would also like to highlight, among those articles published in volume 
33 (September 2000) of Revista de llengua i dret (Barcelona: Generalitat de 
Catalunya, Escola d'Administració Pública de Catalunya), the two following 
articles: Miquel Pueyo, "Fonts d'informació sobre política i planificació 
lingüístiques a lnternet;" and Daniel Casals, "Legislació reguladora de la 
, presència de la llengua catalana en la radiodifusió del Principat." Noteworthy 
articles in volume 34 (December 2000) include, among others, the following: 
F. Xavier Vila Moreno, "Les polítiques lingüístiques als sistemes educatius 
dels territoris de llengua cat'llana;" Albert Bastardas, "De la normalització a 
la diversitat lingüística: cap a\un enfocament global del co~ntacte de llengües;" 
and Estrella Montolio, "Les estructures condicionals '[si p, q] i la seva 
rellevància en les formulacions legislatives, administratives i jurídiques." 
Finally, I would like to draw your attention to volume 19 (3rd quarter 
2000) of Llengua i ús. Revista tècnica de normalització lingüística (Barcelona: 
Generalitat de Catalunya, Direcció General de Política Lingüística), which 
includes: the article by Núria Bel, "Societat de la informació i llengua;" and 
the second pan of the study by Xavier Rull, "Aspectes socials i lingüístics 
dels manlleus." 
MERCÈ LORENTE CASAFONT 
UNIVERSITAT POMPEU FABRA 
(Translated by Roland Pearson) 
CULTURAL INFORMATION 
LITERATURE 
In the area of the narrative l would first like to menti on the appearance of 
Viatge d'hivern by Jaume Cabré (Barcelona: Proa, 2000), a journey through 
literary styles, intelled:ual thought, and music of 201h century Europe, written 
with the evocative ab ili ties of a mas ter of the narrative. Sergi Pàmies 
published, L'últim llibre de Sergi Pàmies (Barcelona: Quaderns Crema, 2000). 
This is a collection of stories which tackles themes such as the erosion of the 
passing of time and death. Although these stories illustrate the narrative skills 
of the author, it seems to be a book written more with technical 
considerations in mind rather than a true contribution to literature. Maria 
Antònia Oliver, with her Tallats de lluna (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2000), 
submerges the reader into a fascinating story on death told through a 
homosexual ch<lracter who has just lived through the los s of his partner due 
to AIDS. The novel by Rafael Escobar, Les veus de la vall (Valencia: Edicions 
3 i 4, 2000), revolves around the topic of the expulsion of the Moors in the 
former Kingdom of Valencia. However, for this author, as he has clearly 
shown in his two previous novels, the context of the expulsion of the Moors 
is a point of reference 'from which to embark upon a description of the 
present-day situation in the Autonomous Region of Valencia. Antoni Marí 
published Entspringen (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2000), a novel about the 
initiation of a young man who lives through the final era of the Franco 
dictatorship. Here, the protagonist embarks upon a harsh personal and social 
quest. Ferran Torrent, in Cambres d'acer inoxidable (Columna, 2000), returns 
to the detective novel with the already winning characters of Butxana, Hèctor 
Barrera, and Tordera. Again set in Valencian territories, l would like to make 
mention of Albert Hernàndez i Xulvi's Temps de fang (Barcelona: Edicions 
62, 2000), a novel about the post Spanish Civi War period in Valencia 
described from a rural point of view through a variety of characters that offer 
a pleasant and fresh view of this period. 
Turning to poetry, l would first like to mention the posthumously 
published work by Maria Mercè Marçal, Raó del cos (Barcelona: Edicions 62 
- Empúries, 2000), edited by Lluïsa Julià and Pere Gimferrer. This is a 
collection of 'unpublished poems by the much missed author which reflect her 
impressions related to her experiences with illness and proximity to death. 
Jaume Pont, in Llibre de la frontera (Edicions Proa, 2000), cultivates a poetry 
reminiscent of the Arab-Andalusian setting, an imaginary world inserted into 
the universe of Catalan culture. Here, Pont evokes a fantastic world, an Arab 
Lleida where there is what the poet calls "a unique inspiring aesthetics," 
another way of defining that term known as intertextuality. The result is a 
product that summarizes the frontier nature of this area. Francesc Parcerisas, 
in Natura morta amb nens (Barcelona: Quaderns Crema, 2000), offers a 
col1ection of poems where he explores the passing of time, concerns and fears 
about death, and the complex nature of desire, all from an extremely 
interesting perspective. This is a unique collection of poems swathed in 
autobiographical references. Emili Rodríguez-Bernabeu's Dring (Alzira: 
Bromera, 2000), offers the reader a non-sequential roem of more than 500 
stanzas which evokes a simultaneous perception o space and' the circular 
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nature of time. This is a poetic work where experience becomes the starting 
point for understanding the world. The Valencian poet Marc Granell, in 
Poesia reunida (Valencia: Denes-Edicions la Guerra, 2000), provides the 
reader with an edition of his complete works. He is without doubt one of the 
most solid voices from within the present-day Valencian panorama. 
Moving to the genre of essay I would first like to mention the book by 
Enric Sòria, L'espill de Janus. Notes sobre literatura catalana (Barcelona: 
Proa, 2000). As the subtide suggests, this is a collection of wide-ranging 
essays on authors and themes from contemporary Catalan literature, 
especially very recent authors and themes. 
The essays that are particularly worth noting are those on Salvador 
Espriu, Joan Fuster, V. Andrés Estellés, and Maria Mercè Marçal. Dominic 
Keown, in Polifonia de la subversió. La veu col· lectiva de Vicent Andrés 
Estellés (Valencia: Tàndem, 2000), studies the most crucial aspects of this 
Valencian poet, combining literary elements, psychoanalytical concepts, and 
commentaries on comparative literature. Martí Domínguez, in Bestiari 
(Valencia: Edicions 3 i 4,2000), has published a collection of prose focused on 
images of nature where the protagonists are animals and plants. As always, his 
descriptions are portrayed with a delightful prose style, full of analogies and 
relations of all kinds. Also within the sphere of the essay, there is another 
publication that has stirred up a lot of comments, the diary of the Valencian 
Toni Mollà, Espill d'insolències (Alzira: Bromera, 2000) . It describes the 
intellectual pursuits of the author which include a mixture of reflections on 
civil life, the experiences of a generation, and a view of Valencian culture, 
expressed from a conspicuously agile point of view. 
Turning to the essay more from the perspective of studies, we have J. F. 
Yvars, Al temps de les formes. Notes d'art, (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2000), a 
colJection of essays on various artists (from Picasso to Klee, Rothko and 
PolJock) that offers the reader the opinions of one of the most lucid critics on 
present-day art. Dolors Pla, Els exiliats catalans a Mèxic (Catarroja / Barce-
lona: Afers, 2000), is a study of Catalans living in exile in Mexico throughout 
the 20th century, but focusing more on the Post Spanish Civil War period and 
those in exile for political reasons. 
This is an extremely interesting study not only for the actual statistical 
data, but also because it delves into the feelings and attitudes of Catalans 
living in exile. Albert Toldrà, in Aprés la mort (Eliseu Climent, La Unitat -
awarded the Premi d'Octubre for essays), presents the reader with his 
particular view of the life and works of St. Vicent Ferrer. Basically this is a 
cultural study on the medieval views of the life beyond based on descriptions 
given by St. Vincent Ferrer in his sermons, and complemented with 
references to the iconographic tradition in Catalan gothic painting. Borja de 
Riquer i Permanyer, in Identitats contemporànies Catalunya i Espanya (Vic: 
Eumo, 2000), offers a colJection of essays on the question of Spanish and 
Catalan identity du ring the 19th century and the early decades of the 20th 
century. 
Among the many translations published during this period I would like 
to highlight the folJowing: Primo Levi, Els enfonsats i els salvats (Barcelona: 
Edicions 62, 2000); Paul Celan, Poemes (Barcelona: Edicions 62, 2000); a new 
translation of Dante's classic, La divina comèdia, by Joan F. Mira (Barcelona: 
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Proa, 2000); and Tshang-Iang Guiamtso, Poesies d'amor del sisè Dalai-lama 
del Tibet (Barcelona: Edicions 62 - Empúries, 2000). 
ENRIC BALAGUER 
(Translated by Roland Pearson) 
THEATER AND DANCE 
In the last twenty years the Catalan stage as a whole has worked towards 
consolidating a range of stage spectacles, the resulting assemhlage is one of 
the major driving forces behind its vitality and dynamism. This heterogeneity 
of stage productions, despite aggravations resulting from this dispersed 
nature so characteristic of the Catalan stage, has been satisfactory in some 
aspects, yet at the same time has not been particularly helpful in establishing 
effective coordinates to favor the work of creative artists. A more coordinated 
definition of objectives and approaches would save on the expended energy 
and sterile efforts. Taken as a whole, Sitges Teatre Internacional (SIT - Sitges 
International Theater Festival), the Grec Summer Festival, and the Fira de 
Teatre de Tàrrega (Tàrrega Theater Festival), have attempted to smooth over 
the problematic orientation of programming and tentatively pursue new 
directions in search of an originality that would justify their impact on the 
Catalan theater ecosystem. At the same time the deficiencies that the)' drag 
along in their wake are considerable: the SIT has failed to attract a sufficient 
number of the theater-going public, the Grec has not found its true place in 
the setting of international theater festivals, and the Tàrrega Festival has been 
unable to resolve its infrastructure problems. 
Looking beyond national boundaries, these three focuses of stage creativity, 
given their own individual definitions, should strive to be a real point of 
reference on the international circuits and powerful platforms for opening up 
roads towards the European or American stage. Looking inwards, they should 
facilitate venues for promoting and staging theater productions for innovative 
productions outside the regular programs, so often conditioned by the calendar 
and the box office receipts. In addition, beyond the limits imposed by the 
administration, they need to establish a decent distribution network of stage 
productions throughout the Catalan speaking territories. More modest 
initiatives, such as the Mostra d'Alcoi or the Projecte Alcover, could act as a 
complement to these more ideal proposals. Failing this, the decisive implication 
of all the agents in the public sp he re would be necessary to l'estructure this 
creative profile and, at the same time, provide a minimum of coherence to the 
entire framework of Catalan theater festivals, fairs, and exhibitions. 
SITGES TEATRE INTERNACIONAL: 
THE SHOWCASE FOR PLAYWRIGHTS 
The SIT tends towards becoming a forum for stage professionals, a festival 
that that keeps a watchful eye on contemporary playwrights and serves as a 
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display window for innovative stage plays. Now celebrating its thirty-first 
year, it continued with debate sessions around the theme of stage creativity 
(with the theme of compromise being the order of the day), and played host 
to an extraordinary conference where the alternative venues made manifest 
their support for creating an exchange nerwork for stage productions and 
increasing their sphere of influence. As regards the pro gram its elf, the SIT 
once again endorsed its backing of contemporary playwrights under the 
guidance of the creative vision of directors who are trying to break new 
ground. Examples of this can be seen with the following productions: Un cop 
baix, by Richard Dresser and directed by Àlex Rigola; and Ànsia, by Sarah 
Kane, directed by Xavier Albertí. This interest and attention paid to new 
playwrights also included the Pyrrhic presence of a Catalan with the premiere 
of Mirador, by Paco Zarzoso, also directed by Xavier Albertí. 
In line with the presentation of heterodox or alternative playwrights, the 
SIT included three stage productions in its program from the Teatre de 
Guerilla from Girona: Som i serem, Teatre total, and the premiere of El 
directe. This comedy trilogy is a unique anthropologically-oriented stage play 
that was well received by public and critics alike and revolves around themes 
emerging from Catalan culture. Along more experimental lines, the SIT 
offered Femina ex machina, by Simona Levi, an example of visual theater by 
the company Conservas. The a!ternative Spanish stage was represented by the 
following stage productions: Las manos, by José Ramón Fern:índez, Yolanda 
Pallín, and Javier G. Yagüe; and Conocer gente, comer mierda and Haberos 
quedado en casa, capullos, by Rodrigo García. From the international stage I 
would like to note the following: from France, 9 mm, by Lionel Spycher; and 
in particular from Latin America, Gemelos, by La Troppa. Other plays 
included: Faros de color, directed by Javier Dau!teand Gabriela Izcovich; and 
Sportivo Teatral, by Teatro Proletario de C:íinara. Finally, turning to dance 
those productions that excelled were: Laboratori de solos, by General 
Elèctrica; and Mira'm, by Marta Carrasco. 
Generally speaking the SIT is a platform that provides for at least a 
minimum of continuity for the creations of some professional playwrights 
and for the more adventurous and controversial directors in the sphere of the 
Catalan stage. It als o provides for those plays that have not been able to find 
an outlet in the regular venues du ring the theater season. The SIT can also be 
seen as a kind of testing ground for experimental works with some 
productions by heterodox artists who demand a more discerning theater-
going publico But, above all, the SIT has become a place and space for 
reflection and debate by stagecraft professionals, despite its inability to attract 
large audiences and offer more stage plays from the international arena. 
GREC: A METROPOLITAN SUMMER FESTIVAL 
The new .era of the G'rec, begun under t.he management of Borja Sitjà, 
attempted to underline its identity as' a theater festival and rank itself 
alongside the most prestigious European theater festivals. In comparison with 
previous occasions, the number of stage production offerings was 
considerably reduced, yet maintaining its three-dimensional orientation 
CULTURAL INFORMATION 
(theater, music, and dance), and its dual program of official and fringe 
offerings. As has been the case for some time, it incorporated plays from the 
public and private theaters of Barcelona as well as other venues not strict!y 
defined as theaters. In spite of some minor changes and initial proposal!;, the 
Grec continued on a downward trend losing something of its characteristic 
feature of a multi-colored umbrella that acts as a climatic prelude to the 
theater season. '. 
The premiere of A Little Night Music, by Stephen Sondheim and directed 
by Mario Gas, opened this new edition of the Grec. From an artistic point of 
view this new production by Mario Gas was far less interesting than his 
previ ous and splendid Sweeney Todd, and served as an example not only of 
the disproportionate importance of the genre, but also the predominance of 
imperi ous commercial interests over quality. A less flamboyant premiere 
which ended up monopolizing the attention of both public and critics was the 
provocative Titus Andrònic, by Shakespeare, directed by Àlex Rigola, and 
staged at the Teatre Lliure within the explosive controversy surrounding 
Lluís Pasqual's resignation as director the Teatre Lliure in the metropolitan 
area of Gràcia. , 
As on previ ous occasions, there was the single theme dedicai¿d to 
playwrights from a predetermined country. On this occasion it took on a 
more urban-oriented dimension, the guest city in question being Naples. 
Starting from this pretext, various stagings were offered inspired by the 
theme of Naples: Pulcinella, by Manlio Santanelli, directed by Maurizio 
Scaparro; La gatta Cenerentola, a brilliant operetta directed by Roberto de 
Simone; and Misura per Misura, by Shakespeare, performed by the Teatro 
Garibaldi di Palermo-Teatro of Europe. Other prestigious international 
offerings that rece,yed positive critical appraise were: Txevengur, by Andréi 
Platònov, put on by the Maly Drama Teatr of St. Peters burg, directee! by Lev 
Dodin (winner of the Premi Europa de Teatre); and Ajax-Philoctète, a versi on 
by Georges Lavaudant, based on texts by Sophocles. 
The inajority of the stage productions premieredat the Grec Festival are 
later incorporated into the regular theater.s thus taking advantage of the 
festival to promote stage productions with an eye on the, following theater 
season. In contrast, the a!ternative venues put on a wide range 'of offerings, to 
varying degrees of success, that invited the audience to actively reflect on the 
problems of contemporary society. Examples of the latter were: Por menjar-
se ànima, by Rainer W. Fassbinder, direc'ted by Carme Portaceli; La mare 
sempre em deia: no, by Charlotte Ke3,t!ey, directed by Lurdes Barba; and, 
among others, Hurracan, by Enric Nona, directed by Rafel Duran. From the 
perspective of commercial successes, the more prestigious theaters put' on 
some stage productions that enjoyed a long season, such as: Novecento, based 
on El pianista de l'oceà, by Alessandro Barico, performed by the theater 
corrípany Tanttaka Teatroa; El temps de Planck, a musical by Sergi Belbel and 
Òsc:ar Roig; and Taurons, by David Mamet, directed by Ferran Madico. 
. One of the gems from the official Grec in the dance section was the 
return of Merce Cunningham to Barcelona with Event. Fifteen years after its 
first presentation in the city of prodigies, this authentic museum piece of 
contemporary dance was one of the major highlights of the Grec Festival. But 
also worthy of menti on in the dance section were the performances of 
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renowned dance companies such as: IT Dansa, Mar Gómez, Marta Carrasco, 
Gelabert-Azzopardi, and Tomàs Aragay. 
One of the major challenges the Grec has to face regarding its future is 
its dual international role; from within a greater presence of foreign 
productions, and looking outwards, a greater international projection of 
home-grown works. The fact is that the Grec will find it progressively more 
difficult to rank alongside other European festivals, such as Edinburgh and 
Avignon, if it do es not focus its energies on firmly establishing itself within 
the international scene. Looking inwards from the perspective of Barcelona, 
the Grec has to strive to become a meeting point for all those sectors affected 
by the stage arts, not only within the metropolitan area, but also for the entire 
Catalan speaking territories. As has always been the case, despite being the 
most important Catalan theater festival (alongside the Tàrrega Festival), it 
does not have the coordinated collaboration of the institutions that define 
theater policies (at least according to appearances). 
THE TÀRREGA THEATER FESTIVAL: FESTIVI TIES AND THEATER 
MARKETPLACE 
Twenty years of the Tàrrega Theater Festival have turned this city in to a 
necessary gathering point for the world of theater and young people in search 
of entertainment. Tàrrega is an inevitable magnet for theater promotion and 
for those who delight in art and festivity. Each year the influx of people 
exceeds all forecasts, but the provision of services is insufficient and the 
venues suffer from deficient infrastructures. As is the case with the Grec 
Festival in Barcelona, the accumulated les son learned also demands a 
rationalization regarding the quality of offerings. This issue has been 
addressed by the management under Joan Anguera who, in addition to 
reducing the number of offerings, has increased the number of rremieres in 
an attempt to make the festival program more attractive. All in all, as regards 
theater art and craft the innovative offerings are slowly but surely becoming 
a scarcer commodity, as if imagination were a treasure hidden within 
marketing wrappings. 
The growing interest for the new circus among the more heterogeneous 
public was confirmed by the positive acclaim enjoyed by companies such as: 
Circus Ronaldo, Cavcasic Circus, and Escarlata Circus. Among others who 
triumphed at the Tàrrega Festival were fellow countrymen from Teatre de 
Guerrilla, an up an coming group, who presented El directe first shown at the 
SIT. Among other offerings of interest l would like to make mention of the 
following: by the theater company El Espejo Negro (La cabra); as regards 
dance, Senza Tempo (Zahoríes); and in text theater, the debut by two new 
playwrights, Como pienso lo diga, te lo juro, by María Castillo, and Tens por?, 
by Isa Fernandez. 
FRANCESC FOGUET l BOREU 
(Translated by Roland Pearson) 
CULTURAL INFORMATION 
MUSIC 
During September the preStlglOus conductor Zubin Mehta opened the 
Palau IOO cycle in Barcelona with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
interpreting Anton Bruckner's Symphony No. 8. The Barcelona Symphony 
Orchestra and National of Catalonia put on a performance, during the same 
month as part of their season of concerts, in the form of a small festival of 
music dedicated to Mozart. During October Zoltan Kocsis conducted the 
Hungarian National Philharmonic Orchestra at the Palau de la Música in 
Valencia which included a performance by the piano soloist Dezso Ranki. In 
October one of the great violinists of today, Shlomo Mintz, headed the 
Brabante Philharmonic Orchestra at the Cultural Centre of Terrassa, with 
performances of Beethoven's Coriolanus Overture, the Polonaises by Chopin, 
the Fantasy on Popular Hungarian Melodies by Lizt (the last two with the 
Cuban pianist Rosario Andino), and Symphony No. 15 by Shostakovich. At 
the beginning of November, and under the baton of Simon Rattle, the Palau 
de la Música was the venue for interpretations of symphonic fragments from 
Romeo and Juliet and the Fantastic Symphony by Berlioz, performed by the 
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment set up by the conductor himself in 
Glyndebourne and using period instruments. Also in November the 
Barcelona Symphony Orchestra and National of Catalonia, under the artistÏc 
directÏon of the American maestro Lawrence Foster, offered a new approach 
with two symphonic sessions within the context of the entartere Musik, the 
music prohibited by the Nazis. After this, and unti! the beginning of 
December, the Brodsky Quartet performed six concerts in the Auditori in 
Barcelona whose music stands featured only music by the Russian composer 
Dmitri Shostokovich, in particular 15 string quartets which he wrote between 
1938 and 1974 and which are considered to exemplify the ideology of this 
composer. 
As regards opera performances, at the end of July, the twentieth year of 
the Festival de Música de Torroella in Montgrí was opened with a recital by 
the baritone Iñaki Fresan centered on lieder and songs by Schubert, Faure, 
Hahn, Toldra, Mompou, and Montsalvatge. This music festival also included 
a series of programs of baroque music, orchestral pieces, and chamber music 
performed up to the end of August. One of the major features of this music 
festival was the interpretatÏon of the opera Tassarba, written by Enric Morera, 
framed within the interest in the music cu!ture of the Renaissance period. In 
mid-August the mezzo soprano Teresa Berganza gave a performance that 
demonstrated the beauty of oId Spanish songs in a recital performed at the 
Festival de Cadaqués along with the guitarist José María Gallardo. This was 
part of a program that included works by Juan del Enzina, Ferran Sor, 
Manuel García, Falla, and Lorca. 
After the festivals that dominated the summer music scene, the opera 
theaters once again provided all the pomp and circumstance necessary to 
open the 2000-2001 lyrical season. At the beginning of October it was the tum 
of the Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona with D. Q., a kind of tale or satÏre 
on Don Quixote. The performance, under the solid baton of conductor Josep 
Pons, included music by José Luis Turina, libretto by the novelist Justo 
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Navarro, and a cybernetic stage production by the theater group Fura dels 
Baus. The Palau de la Músic, Valencia, opened its season with the composer / 
conductor Pierre ~.oulez who arrived in the company of his Ensemble 
Imercontemporain of Paris and the Camerata Academic of Salzburg, and 
offered a pro gram composed of various classics from the 20th century 
featuring composers such as: Alban Berg, Arnold Schoenberg, Béla Bartók, 
and Anton Webern. In mid-October the prestigious conductor Nikolaus 
Harnoncourt arrived in Valencia at the he ad of the Concertgeboux Orchestra 
and the Arnold Schoenberg Choir. Also in Valencia, but later during 
November, the Festival Puccini closed with concert performances of his first 
two stage titles: Le Villi, and Edgar, expertly expertly conducted by Miguel 
Angel Gómez Martínez. Meanwhile in Barcelona the counter-tenor, Jochen 
Kowalski, performed a recital at the Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona 
which included songs by Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, and Schumann. 
Immediately afterwards it was possible to oHer a previously postponed recital 
by Montserrat Caballé who performed pieces by Rossini, Mercadante, 
Donizetti, Bizet, Gounod, Massenet, and other composers whose works 
complement the individual style of this soprano. Finally, by way of 
celebrating the centenary since the death of Giuseppe Verdi (1813-19°1), the 
Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona set the ball rolling in grand style with Un 
Ballo in Maschera, conducted by Bertrand de Billy and with a highly 
controversial stage direction by Calixto Bieito. 
LAURA GARCÍA SANCHEZ 
(Translated by Roland Pearson) 
The sec tions on MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY and VISUAL ARTS will be 
included in the next issue. . 
